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BOX 1

1. Angkor Dance Troupe – Information packet
2. Article: “Afro-Americans In New York Life and History” by J. Gerson
3. Article: “The Billy-Whitey Connection” by Alan M. Dershowitz
4. Article: “Cambodia Homeland Politics & Cambodian-American Political Participation in Lowell, MA” by J. Gerson
5. Article: “The Cambodian-Americans of Lowell, Ma., A Cautionary Tale of New Immigrant & Refugee Political Incorporation” by J. Gerson
6. Article: “Cambodian Political Succession in Lowell, Ma.” by J. Gerson
7. Article: “Camparison of Patterson, NJ with Lowell, Ma.” by Hughes & Gohlke
8. Article: “History of Nuestra Senora Del Carmen Parish, Lowell, MA” by J. Gerson
9. Article: “The Making of Community: Latinos in Lawrence, Ma.” by J. Gerson
10. Article: “Migration, Social Networks, Poverty & Regionalization of Puerto Rican Settlement: Bario formation in Lowell, Lawrence, Holyoke, Ma.” by R. B. Mendes
11. Article: “A Political History of Hispanics in Lowell: The Catholic Church & Hispanic Catholics” by J. Gerson
12. Article: “Regional Regimes and Regional Power....” By J. Gerson & J. Wooding
14. Building Community Through Culture
15. Business Card – Pere Pen, Homeplace Realty
16. Cambodian Americans In Lowell
17. Cambodian Holocaust Viedo – Gran Info and Michael Ben Ho Testimony
18. Cambodian Mutual Assistance Association
19. Cambodian Political Succession in Lowell, Ma, Script for Video Documentary
20. Campaign to Save North Canal
21. Center for Immigrant & Refugee – Program & Articles
22. Coalition for A Better Acre – Brochure
23. Correspondence
BOX 2 DUKAKIS – NEWSLETTER

FOLDER 1-23

1. Dukakis, Michael – Correspondence/Clippings
2. Event: Lowell Puerto Rican Festival 1971-Proposal/Budget/Newsclips/Artifacts
3. Events/Exhibits/Programs
4. Gerson, Jeffrey – Course Description & Research Material for “The Congress”
5. Grant Proposal: Faculty Seed Grant – Translate Spanish Language Interviews
7. Huertas, Alex – Lowell City Council Candidate
8. LaPrensa Latina – Board Minutes 6/8/2004
9. Latinos in Lowell & Lawrence.
10. Latinos in Massachussets
11. Latinos/Southeast Asians – Voters in Lowell
12. Latino En Accion – Board Minutes 1/31/2000
13. Legal: Watt Samakki Dhammikaram Against Phratom Thenjitto, Brooklyn, NY
14. Lowell Cambodian-American Voting Project – Correspondence
15. Lowell National Park – Release Forms incl. Interview Summaries on Calvo, Nolet And Paradis
16. Lowell Neighborhoods – A Geographical Perspective 1989
17. Lowell Shoe Company, Inc.
18. Melendez, Elizabeth – Bio Sketch
19. Mercier, Armand – Bio Sketch
20. Montoya, Elkin – Questions for Interview
21. Morse, F. Bradford – Memorial Walkway
23. Newsletters: Cambodian Living Arts; UMass Boston Institute News; Oral History Association

BOX 3 NOTES – PAPERS

FOLDER 1-28

1. Notes – Handwritten
4. Paper: ArmanoII, Michael J.D. – “Hispanic Political Succession in Lawrence, Ma”
5. Paper: Bayko, Corey – “Conflict Over The Relocation of Middlesex Shelter”
7. Paper: Bodadilla, Caselyn – “Memoir”
9. Paper: Brander, Kevin – “Political Power in Lawrence, Ma”
19. Paper: Desmarais, Irene – Bio Sketch
21. Paper: Drouin, Mary Anne Lemay – “Memoir”
27. Paper: Gerson, Jeffrey – “A Tale of Two Massachusetts Mid-Sized Cities: Lowell & Lawrence”

BOX 3A  
PAPERS  
FOLDER 1-32

1. Paper: Gerson, Jeffrey – “Brad Morse: A Native Son” 2002 - Incl. opening statement at Lowell City Hall exhibit opening
2. Paper: Gerson, Jeffrey – “Charles Morris’ the Cost of Good Intentions”
3. Paper: Gerson, Jeffrey – “Different Views on Fighting in Ice Hockey: Canadian and American Hockey Players”
6. Paper: Gerson, Jeffrey – “New York City’s Health and Hospital Corporation: The Case of Former President Dr. Abraham Kauver” 1982
7. Paper: Gerson, Jeffrey – “Police & Fire Department: Clean, Corrupt & Effective”
8. Paper: Gerson, Jeffrey – “Post Succession Blues: The Dissolution of Brooklyn…”
11. Paper: Gerson, Jeffrey & John Wooding – “Understanding the Political Geography of the Region”
13. Paper: Gerson, Jeffrey – “We Must Not Forget About Our Pollution Problem”
14. Paper: Gerson, Jeffrey – “Why did People Join Volunteer Ambulance Corps During the 1970s; the Case of the Canarsie Volunteer Ambulance Corp” 1983
17. Paper: Graham, Jesse – “Memoir”
18. Paper: Gurman, Lew – Dead End Refugees
22. Paper: Hoar, Yvonne – “Memoir”
23. Paper: Ingaharro, Joseph W. – “To Tax or Not To Tax”

BOX 4  
PAPERS  
FOLDER 1-25

1. Paper: Magnuson, Jeff – “Fradford Morse and His Service During WWII
6. Paper: Pham, Tung – “My Own Story”
17. Paper: Sancinito, Joe – Congressman F. Bradford Morse
23. Paper: San, Samon – “The Struggle of Cambodian Youth Coping In the New World In Lowell”

BOX 5
PAPER – RESEARCH
FOLDER 1-22

5. Paper: Staggs, Spencer D. – “Violent Politics...The Role of Cambodian Youth Gangs in the Cambodian Political Community”
7. Paper: Stokes-Ramos, Patricia – “Lowell Portuguese Community & Their Involvement or Lack Thereof in Local Politics”
15. Paper: Vanagel, Marianne - “Memoirs”
17. Paper: Peloquin, Marthe Biron – Information
18. Political Race & Ethnicity Journal and other information
19. Release Agreements – Need Interviewee Signatures
20. Release Agreements – Views of Fighting In Ice Hockey; Questionnaire & Research Material
22. Research – Increase in U. S. Forces in Vietnam and TET Offensives

BOX 6 SHANNON – TRANSCRIPT
FOLDER 1-26

1. Shannon, James – Agreement
2. Southeast Asian – Travel Brochures, etc.
4. Temple Conflicts – Incl. Paper by Patrick Mulligan; Supreme Court Case; Oral Histories; Photos
5. Thesis: Gillian Dora Cohen
6. Transcript – Bayko, Corey
7. Transcript – Bermudez, Angel
8. Transcript – Charolo, Jusus Manuel Rivera
9. Transcript – Claudette, Sister
10. Transcript – Conant, Stephan
11. Transcript – Conway, Michael
12. Transcript – Crahen, Fr. Daniel
13. Transcript – Cruz, Maribel
14. Transcript – Cruz, Ricardo
15. Transcript – Cuesta, Maria
16. Transcript – Espinosa, Mario
17. Transcript – Fee, James M. OMI
18. Transcript – Fuce, Julia
19. Transcript – Golman, Michael
20. Transcript – Grullon, Jeannette
21. Transcript – Harden, John & Lindolfo Carballo
22. Transcript – Hernandez, Cecilio
23. Transcript – Howe, Richard, Release & Notes
24. Transcript – Huertas, Alex
25. Transcript – Khoeun, Samkhan
26. Transcript – Loiacono, Fr. James
BOX 7

TRANSCRIPTS

FOLDER 1-27

1. Transcript – Malave, Carlos
2. Transcript – Martel, Fr. Leo
3. Transcript – Martin, Brian
4. Transcript – Martin, Larry
5. Transcript – McLeod, Diane
6. Transcript – Morales, Miguel & Pauline
7. Transcript – Nuon, Vesna
8. Transcript – Obin, Arthur
9. Transcript – Ocasio, Ann
10. Transcript – Olmeda, Demetreo
11. Transcript – Pho, Hai B.
12. Transcript – Ramirez, George
13. Transcript – Rivera, Cheryl
14. Transcript – Rivera, Lucy
15. Transcript – Robert Hatem – Guest Speaker by Sen Sam
16. Transcript – Rodriguez, Manuel Ramos
17. Transcript – Santiago, Jose
18. Transcript – Seng, Mardi
19. Transcript – Sok, Sam
20. Transcript – Sullivan, Paul
21. Transcript – Sullivan, Sean
22. Transcript – Taggart, Fr. James Diego
23. Transcript – Terry, Father
24. Transcript – Theil, Carey; Christine Dorshak, Jodie Wierderkehr
25. Transcript – Tun, Terry
26. Transcript – Turcotte, David (release form only)
27. Transcript – Trash to Incinerator Controversy in Lowell

BOX 8

UNITAS – VOTING

FOLDER 1-7

1. UNITAS – Articles of Organization; Newsclips
2. Uong, Chanrithy – Application for Bannerman Fellowship Program 2001
3. Uong, Rithy – Campaign
4. Uong, Rithy – Campaign Outline
5. Video Archive for Cambodian Holocaust Testimonies
6. Video Documentary – “Cambodian Political Succession In Lowell”
7. Voting & Election in Lowell

BOX 9

MEDIA
Bayko, Corey interview with Lindolfo Carballo
Bayko, Corey interview with Mark Cote
Cruz, Ricardo
Diego, Father
Khmer Legacies
Look At Lowell Now
Lowell Experiment – dissertation of Cathy Stanton
Lowell Voters List
Lowell Voters List of Cambodian Voters
Partners in Progress, Cultural Odyssey 2001

BOX 10  NEwsPAPER CLIPPiNGS
FOLDER 1-13

1. Cambodian Dancer Defects/Proposed Pool Hall 1990
2. Cambodians/Hispanics
4. Joan Fabrics Congratulates Associates
5. Kouloheras, George, English Language Only 1980s-1990s
6. Lowell Housing Project
7. Lucent Layoffs 2001
8. Meehan Opens Doors Often Closed
9. Shelter Plans 1999
11. Southeast Asians 1993

BOX 11  NEwsPAPER CLIPPiNGS
FOLDERS 1-4

1. Bilingual Education
2. Morse, F. Brad
3. Political Campaigns/Elections – Atkins, Sullivan, Poulios
4. Tsongas, Paul